
APPCJ A PRIMORDIAL PHYSICS CONJECTURE    AN APPCEJ

there is only one place to start if you want to make appcej.  absolute void nothingness.  AVN.  
physics is afraid of this route i think so they disguise it behind positive and negative kinetic 
energy quantum fluctuations which is just math speak for creation of energy which they can't let 
on they include in their theories.  they violate their COE (conservation of energy) law all the time 
in my opinion to avoid the metaphysical implications.  i think it became a habit current 
generations of physics mathematicians can't see anymore lost in their math as they can be.  they 
can't all be math philosophy specialists.  they need to make a living.  the old days of presecution 
of science by the church still echoes in unconscious parts i suspect.  but mostly they really 
believe metaphysics has no part.  

the thing is, which sounds more likely, a low energy beginning or a high energy beginning.  low 
of course intuitively.  intuition doesn't make it so but the idea should be on the drawing board.  
and of course it is now that gravity theory needs a 96% improvement.  big bang theory bascically 
says the universe started out hot (high energy) and cooled off (less energy) and then space 
stretched out thinning out the energy content as if to protect their embarrassing little secret of 
COE violation because they also say energy cannot be destroyed.  below is the little legalese 
trick that conceals energy creation and destruction:

If the vacuum is occupied with an equal number of positive and negative Planck mass 
particles, the quantized vortex solution is a double vortex where both mass components 
share the same core.  Because the positive kinetic energy is there balanced by an equal 
negative kinetic energy, such a double vortex can be created out of the vacuum without 
expenditure of energy.

this picture below is a toroid concept of a quantum fluctuation which creates energy for 
a nanosecond and then takes it back.  they say it's okay to steal from the universe if you 
give it right back in a nanosecond.  what good is that?  it's a loop hole to the COE law 
they put in the official canon because the universe forced them to by exposing evidence 
of its existence.  it apparently never occurs that the universe is just keeping the gas tank 
full.  they can't explain it.  well neither can i.  well actually i plan to.



zero kelvin physics is where to place your money now if you're a betting person.  and sacred law 
should play no part.  the golden rule yes, but doctrine in physics is real blasphemy against 
nature God and humanity.  superfluid helium at zero kelvins is opening some minds, but mostly 
outside the universities with some exceptions.  some mainstream physicists are finally 
challenging SR (special relativity) a bit.  thank nature for that again.  new evidence has come in.  
the old interpretation is little different from the new but some common sense is entering in.  
hopefully QT (quantum theory) will get in on some of that.  anyway, if you've really dug in deep 
to SR as i have you know the meta implications.  and they are bigger than most people know.  
it's not time travel crap and being stuck here close to home that is the real big issue.  SR is proof 
that meta is part of the equation in a major way.  SR if fully true and i think it probably is except 
for the screwy impossible infinite mass crap at c and confusion that still reigns even in the 
universities over the difference between real and perceived time dilation and length 
contraction, is truly profound.  but so is zero kelvin.  in fact they both suggest a very strange clue 
about metaphysics.  anyway back on topic.  the COE law.

MAYBE THE UNIVERSE DOES COME UP WITH ENERGY FROM SOMEWHERE.

nowhere i mean since the COE law itself may be the problem.  why must is be metaphysical?  
well i admit it must be if the energy is not borrowed from somewhere.  is it scientific to have a 



doctine that metaphysical can't be some part of the equation?  it is if you are atheist.  i am not 
an atheist.  i am not a believer.  i am not a what do you call it, agnostic either.  

I AM A NON-ATHEIST.  i can't claim belief in something i don't understand.  but i am not 
heisenberg either so i don't claim that anything i can't detect isn't there.  and i don't accept QT's 
claims that reality doesn't exist unless someone is looking.  does a cat count?  what about a 
mouse or a rock or the sun, or GOD.  if someone has to be paying attention all the time or reality 
isn't there i think i'd give the job to God if He's up for it.  at least he's omniscient.  seems an ideal 
qualification for that particular job.  but damn that's literally a full time job.  maybe we'd owe 
HER more than ten percent.

anyway it's time now to get to what i've been preparing you for:  

the PSC (PANPSYCHIC CONJECTURE).
for that i'll cut and paste from another paper of mine in case you haven't read it.  if you have 
and don't wish to review it, scoll down.  you can run now like most do.

OBSCURANTISM  VS  HONESTY.
If the vacuum is occupied with an equal number of positive and negative Planck mass 
particles, the quantized vortex solution is a double vortex where both mass components 
share the same core.  Because the positive kinetic energy is there balanced by an equal 
negative kinetic energy, such a double vortex can be created out of the vacuum without 
expenditure of energy.

what a bunch of crap that just says this:    

so let's hit the play ground and pick on the other kids, those damn overly smart adults 
that got college degrees and let's make fools of them just for fun.

THE ONLY POSSIBLE FIRST ACT BEFORE THE EXISTENCE OF THE COSMOS WAS AN EDDY 
OF PANPSYCHIC EXPERIENCE OF WHAT IS LIKE TO BE NOTHING.

now you really have to soak this in to get it.  and i mean drown youself in it.  imagine it.  
feel it.  contemplate it.  meditate whatever.  read it over and over or just go away if 
you're not up for it.  but if you really get it, it will open your mind and unify physics for 



you.  it may even open your heart with sympathy for the whatever that experienced it 
and became what our religions call GOD.

the weakness of this is that it is an axiom.  faith whatever.

An axiom or postulate is a statement that is taken to be true, to serve as a premise or 
starting point for further reasoning and arguments. 

the strength of starting with this one axiom is that all of the theology and physics of the 
cosmos naturally emerges rationally and provably from there with virtually absolute 
certainty.

no other axioms are needed, just well known proven fluid dynamics.  

bernoulli's principle is the only principle in existence after the axiom above and below:

THE ONLY POSSIBLE FIRST ACT BEFORE THE EXISTENCE OF THE COSMOS WAS AN EDDY 
OF PANPSYCHIC EXPERIENCE OF WHAT IS LIKE TO BE NOTHING.

aristotle called it the first mover or the first cause.  we fear it as death.  but what is a 
first cause?  what came before it?  nothing.  exactly.  but i'm not talking about the big 
bang here.  a whole hell of a lot happened for infinite aeons before that.

what came before time?  before time?  isn't "before" a time word?  isn't that an 
oxymoron?  i may be one myself but lots of stuff has been happening before time if you 
can discover what time actually is.  forget einstein for now.  what is it really?  a ninety 
degree angle somewhere?  well actually, more on that later.

only an absolute zero viscosity zero friction superfluid could result from the first eddy of 
nothing.  and only the axiom above can explain why absolute zero viscosity is possible.

and this shape is the only possible first vorticle that could form in an absolute zero 
viscosity first eddy:

and only one temperature is possible in this absolute first beginning:



ABSOLUTE ZERO, whether kelvin or lower does not matter for this paper.

ABSOLUTELY NO ENERGY.

and it sucks, literally as you will see if you don't fall asleep.

we know from bernoulli that this toroid must form first and that it is absolutely perfectly 
stable and self sustaining because by the definition of our only axiom, viscosity and 
friction is truly zero.  by mathematical definition of absolute zero viscosity and friction in 
a fluid a single panpsychic eddy must grow infinitely in energy once it starts.

that eddy was all it took and this whole cosmos and you and me AND RABBITS AND 
TURTLES TOO were inevitable from that moment.  that little planck toroid was the first 
cause.  but not necessarily the first first cause but we'll save that difficult reasoning for 
later.  it has to do with, oh never mind. not right now.  okay TIME i said it.

BUT WHAT REALLY IS TIME?

the first eddy in all of existence is impossible which is why it must be by axiom.  it came 
from the experience of what it is like to be nothingness itSELF.  what SELF?  but after the 
first impossible occurrance it is no longer impossible and can happen endlessly after 
that.  thus the single eddy in zero viscosity must grow infinitely in energy forever.  since 
the first eddy was an experience and experience can only be by something aware, and 
since all of reality emerged from this, everything is awareness.  God if you want.  since 
the first awareness was by eddy and is the source of all energy all energy fundamentally 
is aware.  since all existence came from the first eddy of awareness and even 
nothingness can become aware by axiom, nothing existing can ever be unaware.  it is 
categorically impossible by axiom and logic.

now i admit you must accept this to continue the reasoning.  or at least try it on for the 
duration of the reasoning.  if by some luck all the laws of physics derive and unify from 
the one axiom plus known physics for the rest, the fact that physics is unified from the 
top to the bottom will reach back and prove the axiom so.

notice that nothing unproven has been said here except the one axiom.  and all of 
classical physics, special and general relativity, quantum physics and theology naturally 
falls out of this one axiom and bernoulli's principle.  but for you we haven't gotten there 
yet.  i accept that.  



we also know that this first toroid vorticle must be both a physical and metaphysical 
magnet because it is the first geometry in existence and the geometry is exactly the 
geometry of a magnetic field and it is in a perfect superfluid because by axiom in this 
paper it came from a single non-source.  no eddy could form in a solid or gas so the first 
reality is liquid and can never be nonliquid.  

thus there are two absolute temperatures in existence, a freezing point at zero kelvin 
but it never freezes, and a boiling point at 1.41679 × 10³² Kelvins but it never boils 
because this liquid had an absolute metaphysical beginning by axiom and thus freezing 
and boiling both equate to non-existence, not turning solid or gaseous.  thus frozen or 
vaporized light is impossible but light is not just the vibrations of this metaphysical 
superfluid, it is also it's flows because waves cannot exist on their own without 
something to wave except in this case because it is the original metaphysical fluid which 
emerged from an eddy of experience of being nothing.  

QED.  special relativity consistent.




